
Your genetic test is headed to Invitae. 

Invitae is dedicated to making genetics accessible and affordable. 
While insurance providers are beginning to cover genetic testing, you may still have an out-of-pocket 
expense. If you've met your deductible, you'll likely owe little-to-none. If you haven't met your deductible, 
you may have an out-of-pocket expense that will apply toward your annual deductible. The average 
out-of-pocket amount that Invitae patients with insurance end up paying is $100.
If you’re concerned about cost, please reach out to Invitae's billing team at the phone or email address 
below. We have flexible payment plan options, and a Patient Assistance Program, which may bring down 
the amount you owe if you qualify.

How does billing work?
1. Invitae's billing team will perform a benefits investigation to determine what you might expect to pay 

out-of-pocket toward your annual deductible.  
2. Once the benefits investigation is complete, the billing team will reach out by text and/or email with 

your estimated out-of-pocket amount.       
3. Once your test is complete, Invitae will submit a claim to your insurance and send you a statement if 

you owe anything towards your deductible.
If your provider has ordered multiple tests, you will receive separate notifications for each test.

Have questions?        
Visit invitae.com/patient-billing for answers to commonly asked questions
Prefer to talk to a person?         
Call the Invitae billing team at (415) 966-2151 or email billing@invitae.com



My healthcare provider ordered:
Test type Patient-pay Insurance accepted

□  Diagnostic testing $250 YES

□  Cancer or cardio screen $250 NO

□  Pharmacogenomic (PGx) testing $250 YES

□  Genetic health (cancer + cardio) screen $350 NO

□  Exome testing (only one person tested) $1250 YES

□  Exome testing (two or three family members tested) $2500 YES

□  Non-invasive prenatal screening (NIPS) Core $99 YES

□  Non-invasive prenatal screening (NIPS) Expanded $349 YES

All tests are HSA/FSA eligible.
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